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Thought you couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t train your cat and resolve troublesome cat behavior challenges? Yes,

you can! Clicker training, combined with other friendly, positive behavior modification techniques

can effectively solve cat behavior problems and train your cat in a way that will be quick and easy

for you&#151;and fun for your cat. Clicker training can also improve your cat's activity rate, attitude

and, more importantly, strengthen the bonds between you and your cat.In this easy-to-read

beginner's guide, Marilyn Krieger, a leading clicker-training expert, tells you how to teach your cat

to: sit and stay and not dart out of doors; not scratch the furniture; have stress-free introductions to

new cats; stay off the table and counters; get along better with you, your guests and other cats;

have a stress free association with both the cat carrier and the trip to the veterinarian; do tricks and

much more!
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I think my cats will always be naughty, but this did give us some new ideas and things to try. We did



train them to do some things for us - being able to call them and have them come, and jump where I

want them to, and (mostly) stay is useful.

Well written and organized. The author provides a lot of information about basic behavior

management theory which is fascinating and helpful. Of all the basic books on clicker training cats

this one was my favorite. It provides far more than guidance on dealing with behavioral issues. It's

also a great intro to clicker training specific to cats. One trip provided that was particularly helpful

was how to find an alternative for a traditional clicker if your cat is afraid of the clicker noise. My cat

was scared and ran from traditional clicker sounds. This book suggested using the click of a

ballpoint pen, it worked beautifully.In addition to basic instructions in clicker training there are also

case studies and a chapter on training tricks. This book has a bit of everything for cat clicker

training. It's obvious the author is very knowledge about the science and practical skills required to

clicker train cats. It's so nice to have something like this that is specific to cats. The majority if the

clicker training books are dog oriented.

My cat is named Norman Bates because, well....he's psycho. Very strong willed, stubborn,

vindictive, you name it! He's also 7 years old, so I thought that it was impossible to train him, or any

cat for that matter. After going through 2 sofas in 3 years due to his scratching, (down to the wood

frame!) I was desperate.A friend recommended this book and I can't tell you what a lifesaver it has

been. My cat took to the training within 2 days, and has completely changed. He LOVES his training

sessions, and learned how to sit after only a week.Although I wish there was a little more specific

detail in the book, I still gave it 5 stars, and you'll be able to quickly figure out whatever details are

missing.

this book helped a lot, you would never think of all those little details when having, bringing,

introducing cats at home

Can't learn enough about my fuzzy best friends!

May be good for a beginner cat owner. I tried everything, finally had to hire an animal behaviorist

and an animal communicator.

I was at my wits end with my cat peeing on blankets, and this book was highly recommended for



tips on living with cats. I found a lot of information in the book very useful.

good book
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